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4 IDEAS FROM THE CLASSROOM

Right Off--Writing.

. - 4
Teachers make new year's resolutions twice a yearin January
and again in September when they...repossess their clissroomi
and promise themselves that this year wdl .be special for their
students And so they look for new approaches, more effective
strategies, fresh content, Like that astute old Roman Juvenal
they recognise that "it is repetition, like cabbage served at every
meal:that weirs out the schoolmaster's life " . -

In the September issue of NOTES Plus we are featuring ideas.
that should help to get the new term off to a fresh and stimuletnig
ginning for your studentsand for you You have only your-.
selves to thank, for the plus in NOTES Plus are the ideas that
teachers across the country teachers like you =have been willing
to share .

Here are nine ideas for getting pens into hands with smiles on
faces Several will help students get to knOw each other, one
suggests a new use for old-fashioned copybooks, another should
ease the transition from video arcade to classroorril All are
designed to be nonthreateningeither because they are not for
grades, are written with peer support, or are carefully structured'
to ensure success. .

N. ik 4 1
- All Ina Thumbprint

Fingerprints are a unique human signature and the starting point
for an unusual writing'assessment early in the semester Ask each
student to draw an animal or imaginary creature that incorpd-

t rates his or her thumb- or fingerprint ,(You'll needan ink pad
for the fingerprinting ) Anything from bunnies to bumblebees,
possums to extraterrestrials, can qualify'
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When the drawings are complete. ask each student to list ten
specific characteristics or attributes of.the creature; for ,example,

- its name, habitat, eating habits, behavioral charactenstiss, the
reaction it generates in others. Next, the student writes a topic
sentence to govern all or circled portions of the specifics list. We
shaft lists and topic sentences. Students could go on to:write a
paragraph introducing their thumbprints, the exercise can then
be a pretest ot their ability to write an organized paragraph. The
example below is one of thy favorites. . .

List of Specifics
I. Name. Serge.
2. Sleeps under the porch

. steps
3. Likes lb fight
4. Eats snakes and birds .
5. Affectionate

6. Bossy
7. 'Jealous
8. Alert
9. Territorial

10. Nosy

.

.'

r Last Week you decided you would like to live in the too
(Perhaps your first '1.0eek back at school triggered that deci-
sion.) Today you learn that you have been accepted, but you'
are required to write a letter to the zoo keeper to resew, your
living quarters. Possible homes include the monkey house,..a
den of bears, the lion's grasslands, trees with the birds, gigs
display cases of reptiles, or youi own.special request The
keeper is anxious for ydu to fit in and be happy. After con-
sidering your physical abilities, diet preferences, personality
traits, sleeping habits, and ability to Adjust to new situations,
maKe your decision. Write a letter to the zoo keeper that will

..._...masure him that, you will fit Anto your new environment.

Topics one and twft may be adapted to "your lifaim to the
Present" instead of ' your summer." 14

Brenda Nuara,'S ft Creek Middle School, Midlothian, Virginia

. .

Spinning n Para/

Try this nonthreatening activity as a prewriting warm-up when
the assignment is a narrative. Itcan also serve as a preliminary to
more formal oral assignments or be adapted for 'retelling litera-
ture read in class. a

, Unwind a skein of yarn and tie knots every few feet befoft
rewinding it into a ball. Prepare two such Skeins if your class is
large and you prefer to work with two' groups. Ask the class to

'sit in a circle. pegin to tell a story, unwinding the ball of yarn as
- you talk. When you come, to a knot, pass the ball to the studerit
-on your right, who continues the story until he or she comes tqillpia,
knot and passes the yarn on. And so the tale continues. Studenir
near the end of the circle may conclude the story, or the story
can continue around the group again. If there's time for a new

Topic Sentence. Serge, a dog with a complex personality, rules story, pass .the yarn in the opposite direction, this time winding it
our neighborho4. -r beck up into a ball.

Nana E. Hilsenbetk,
Florida

N4

Summer Retrospect

Volusia County Schools, Daytona Beach, Juanita Harris and JoanBereswill, Franklin Sherman School,
. . '' McLean, Virginia .

t .
.

Here are three ideas for compOsitions for the beginning of school
(or anytime!). They do away with tWhat I Did Last Summer",

_and other vacuous vacation writing. .
..

1. Some American cartoonists have volunteered to draw your
summer experiences. Explain which comic strip would be
most appropriate for you. Garfield., Funky Winkerbean, Pea?
nuts, Beetle ,BaileSi, Hagar, BlOndie, Dennis the Menace are
among the possibilities. Consider the personalities involved in
the strip, the types of events that seem to occur over and over
again, the underlying philosophy of the strip If you like) try
your hand at drawing a sample. '

2. Which video game best illustrates your summer' You may
,wish to consider such factors,as the advantages you enjoy, the
evil forces against you, your chances for success, the Number:

..at and kinds of duties assigned to you, oppondnities to make a
fresh start, helpful pe6pie around you, fortdnate events, and
personal characteristics that help you day after day,

I
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Silence Exchange
.

Most get-acquainted activities encourage conversation within the
classroomand rightly sobut here's one based on an entire
period 0 derisive, productive silence! If students in your class.

v room are seated in rows, as mine*.by necessity are, (ollovf. the .

plan given below. If not, assign students to groups of five orsix.
Ask students what odt primary form of Communication is and

ihey will-.probably lay talking. Then explain that for this class
, period their only mode of communication will be writing. From

the moment they receive the instruction sheet you are about to
distribute, no words are to be spoken until you signal that the
period is about to end. If, alter reading the assignment sheet
-carefully, someone has a question, he or she should write it on a
piece of'papei'and hand it to you. You will answerin writing.
Then held out the following instructions.

, The art of silence is as great as that of speech.
. Gerrnanproverb

Everything you db from this point on will be in writing. 0 one
"- is allowed to speak'until I ive a signal five minutes bef the

end of the class period. R the following instructions carefully.
you don't understa d °malting, write your question on a

. piece of paper and hand it to me. I will respond in writing.

. Object of the Assignment

",To wria-iNpaper. in which you describe the,students seated in
your. row. Their similarities and differences will be the primary

.: focus of this,paper.

Method

. I. talkova sheet of paper for each student in your row, excludjng
, elf. List four or five questions 'on each sheet to be

,: . 4
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answered by the person receivingjihat sheet: Don't ask ques-
tions that can be answered with yes or no. Instead, ask ques:.
lions that will help youo describe that personhobbies or
special ihterests, size of family, temperament (Sae-going or
explosive). Don't ask the very same questions on each sheet.
but do ask everyone two or three of the same questions.

' Provide a blank for tae, respondent to write his or her first
.and last na9e. Write your name at The bottom of the sheet so
students will know to whom to return the questionnaire.

2. When you have completed the questionnaires, give one to
each person itf your row.

3. your questionnaires are returned, read the answers to
your questions thoughtfully. Look for 'similarities and differ-
ences among the students inyour row. '

4. Begin by drafting an original nd interesting introductory
paragraph about the people in y ur row in general.

5. Now describe each person in separate paragraph. Do not
begin the paragraph with "S sue Sinith is . '' or 'Susie

- Smith likes ."; ,instead, begin with the name of Susie's
hobby or favorite subject in school or a phrase descr,ibing her
personality.

6. After you have described each person, close with paragraph
that summarizes what you have learned about the people in..
your (ow.

'1. Think of an appropriate title, and proofread your paper if
ybu have time

Due date. Your rough draft with questionnaire sheets attached is.,
due at the beginning of the perio4 tomorrow. 1

Cynthia Seifert, Lincoln Junior High School, Mount Prospect,
Illinois

1

Captain Video and the Composition Class

Ease the transition from summer in the video arcade to Septem-
ber in theclassroonv with these ideas recommended for seventh-
through ninth-graders. All of the following suggestions make use
of a home video game,unit attached to a television set,or assume
knowledge of and experience with ilietommercial video games
found in arcades

.

In-class Experience with an Atari or Similar Video Game

1. "The class writes instructions foi hooking up the video game
unit to the television. Students take notes as you demonstrate
the process. Give no verbal directions but identify each part
by name as you work. After students have written the dirtc-
tions, ask volunteers to follow student - written directions as* they are read aloud. .Help students to analyze why some

1 directiiiris are easy to follow and others lead us astray. -

2. Following the same format, direct the playing of the game ,

° using student-written directions.
3. Students pretend they are desokibing a video game and its

function to a foreign visitor who has no knowledge of such
gains.

4

4. Several students take turns playing the game as the rest of the
class observes. Students then describe( the actions, reactions,
and emotions of video-game players.

5. Following the same format, students observe and describe the
battle or search or competition of the game. This might be

. written as a short story or fantasy. 1
.

Out-of-class Assignment .

Students visit an arcade and observe the players. Later, they
write a paper based on these observations. We define this assign-
ment more precisely, depending upon the writing, types or organi-
zational schemes we are currently emphasizing in class.

Teresa E. Stoops and Judith Gilbert, Yuma, C orado

A
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Autobiographical Poster

The autobiographical poster is a friendly September assignment.ii.
'Students get to know one another, and parents'enjoxiooking at
these posters at ousfallopen house. I use thg contract shown
below as a convenient way of making this assignment and
completing tt. .

introducing 1983
(Please insen your name)

The objective of this contract is to create an autobiographical
poster. - Write a definition of autobiography below. Please use
your own words
Autobiography: a

Dote due: Wednesday, September 28
-.1equirements: Activities 1-7,

Options}: Activities 844

Requited Activities
4-1

Date completpd
Ask someone to take your picture. Use a camera with self-
developing film so you can get th,e picture fast. if you 4o not
have access to such a camera, one will be available in ,class
on Friday.

2 Date completed
List your vital statistics. You may include birthdate, height,
weight. hair and eye color. This information will go beneath
your picture

3 Date completed
List at least ten of your favorite things.

4 Date completed
Write one or more paragraphs describing yourself. You may
tell about family, hobbies, talents and special interests,
habits, a recent experiencewhatever makes you special!
Date completed
Plan a perfect day. Arrange this material to look like a
schedule. indicate Just what you would like to do every
minute during bne day.

6. Date completed -
Obtain a piece of posigr board. If you are unable to buy ails;
use a neatly trimmed part of a cardboard box` or some other
type of heavy paper. Tape or glee the materials from activities
1-5 directly on this cardboard base. You may also write on
the poster itself.,

7. Date completed
Decorate your poster with objects that are important to you.
You may use drawings, cutouts, or real objects attached to
the poster. Use your imagination! Make your- poster in
expression of your individuality. Be bold! Be beautiful! Add
a title and the date on the poster. You may call it,"Me in
'83." You may be able to come up with something better. Be
sure that your name appears somewhere on the front of the
poster.

5.

Optional Activities

When you have finished the seven required activities, you may
have time to complete some of the optional activities. Remeinber,
you must finish the

any
activities first. Please circle the

number in front of an'y optional activity that you complete. .
8. Design a crest or coat of Mins for yourself. Check, an endycIo-'

. podia if you aren't sure what a crest looks like.'
9. Describe the animal that you think is most Iike you (or the

animal that you most admire). Expitiin why. Trfto include a . -
picture of the animal..

10. Formulate your personal code.
live by?

at do you believe in iind '

IV Find a photo of yourself as a baby to mount on your poster.
Beneath it write your vital statistics at that die, just as you
did with the current photo of yourself** .

..
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, Iv Finish this thought b writing i paragraph: "If l'could change
of* thiiig about myself . . . ." Tell why. . . .

13. The story of your life provides as many interesting episodes
as any book. Choose one of the'folkwing topics (Or a 'para-
graph based on a true experience. "The time I was most
frightened (embarrassed, surprised, proud, lucky, helpful,
confused, tired, happy, careless, giggly, angry, cautious, suc-
cessful, destructive, frustrated, determined);" .

14 Your life is full of memories. Write about a special ohe a
favOrite animal or toy, a special holiday celebration or pret

. - ent, the 'nicest day spent with your father (mother, sister, !
brother), a pleasant day with sgood friend, especial adult
other than a family member, a day at school to remember, a
special, place in your neighbiiihood.

1
Nancy P. togghe, Allendale Columbia School, Rochester, New
York , . 1.

altr-Hanger in the Classroom

When students are out of the room, taps a trail of large, three-
toed footprints on the floor,, over tables, up the wall, across the
ceilingbe imaginative. End the trail at an open Window, Then
leave a few cluesan empty milk canon, candy bar wrappers,

orange peelingsor clues of your own sinister aevising. When
students, return, ask them to be detectives and observe the foot-
prints and other clues. Then theyrwme stories using as many clues
as they can find Encourage them to describe the intruder, to tell

' why it was in iht classroom, to decide where it went, This assay)-
ment seems to produce stones that everyone enjoys sharing.

Douglas.E Knight, Dike-Newell 5chooLlBath, Maine

-

Round Robin Writing...

This writing assignment encourages students to evaluate the
appropriateness of language and plot to a given audience and
purpose. Because the writing task is shared, it's a good way to
get off to a good start with narrative assignments and peer
evaluations.

Divide the class into groups or fiitir or five students. Explain
that all groups will be writing stories geared to a specific audience
and purpose' the audience is elementary school children and the
purpose is an entertaining story that illustrates a familiar moral
Each student in each group is then asked to write a moral across
the top of a sheet of paper Offer suggestions ("If at first you
don't succeed, try, try again"; "Beauty is only skin deep"; "He
who laughs last, laughs best"; "Good things come to those who
wait"; "One gbod deed deserves another") but encourage variety
rind independent selections,

Each student then begins a tale to illustrate the moral he or
she selected, keeping in mind that the story should be Appropriate
for youngsters in elementary school. If you wish, su&est "once
upon a time" beginnings.

After two or three minutes, signal that all papers are to be
passed to the next student in the group After readies the moral
assigned to the paper and the tale as begun, the student continues
Ili story, keeping purpose and audience in mind. After several
minutes, the papers are passed on again. Repeat until each
member of the group has contributed to each story in the group

. and story originators have again received their own papers.
Increase the ume allowed for writing with each exchange so that
students can read what has been written and reflect upon the
course of action. Originators of stories then conclude their stories,
reinforcing the morals, '

When the tales are finished, ask each4roup to read through
its stories and choose one to be read aloud to the class The
choice should be based on the story's 'appropriateness to its
audietce and its success in conveying the moral,

, As the chosen stories are shared aloud, guide the class in a
critique of each one, You can judge,the class's understanding of
the roles of purrioin and audience by the appropriateness of-the
story each group chose tea read and by the subsequent evaluation
of the class.

Linda Malik, Owego Free Academy, Owego, NeW York

'Copybook Conirslhon

Students in remedial or basic composition courses need to write
frequently, and they reqiiire individual encouragement and col,
rection -Such students should do at least art of their writing in
class so that theAtnstrucior can work withr process and %o that
students do not have inappropriate help. In a class of more than
twenty students, hOwever, it is-impossible to glance over each
student's work in fifty minutes and 'make significant edmments.
'Even with a smaller class, oral comments are soon forgotten.
Old-fashioned copybooks (or the urger size .bluebooks), about
eight inches square, with about forty pages, can solve some of
these problems. Their use is perfectly suited to classes in which
students write paragraphs, not fully developed essays.

The first time the copybooks are used, 1 ask the entire class to
write on the same topic for about twenty minutes. Students are
instructed to write on the left side of a double page-opening,
filling no mbre than one side. I use the4right-hand page for
corrections, comments, general encouragement, and the student's
next individual writing assignment. Because there is plenty of
room, corrections can include words to look up, grammar points
to review in the textbiook, even brief exercises made up on the
spot to teach a troublesome point Most important, the next
paragraph assignment 'Is...made according to the student's inter-
ests, 'abilities, and needs' an expansion or continuation of the
previous topic if the student seems interested; a,question pursuing'
a new topic or a point raised in class; an encouragement to a shy
student or a reprimand'to an unruly one. The generolk.space
allows the instructor write corrections exactly where they
apply and still leaves plenty-oiroorn for other comments and the
next assignment.

After students write in class, I finish corrections in two or
three days but do not return the Copybooks until the next time
the class writes in them. The books re not taken home until the
end of the semester; otherwise students fort* them On .the day
they are needed or compose assignments at home and merely
copy them in class. Students are asked not to tear pages out of
the copybooks (the corresponding back Page falls out .of the
sewn or stapled binding): they are encouraged to correct mistakes
neatly but are not allowed to recopy merely to produce a clean
manuscript.

. There are some disadvantages to the use of copybooks. A
stack of them is difficult to carry finless students use the same
size and style; this can be achieved by ordering them through
school supply or a bookstore, Two dozen copybooks do add
considerable weight to a bookbag or briefcase; although the
advantages really do "outweigh". the disadvantages, the phrase
does not immediately recommend itself!

A major advantage of copybook competition is that a stu-
dent's accumulated work, with corrections, is written in the same
book. Unlike file folders of student papers, .copybooks do not
take up office file space or iequire That folders and files be
prepared. As studen write in class, you can turn back and
remind them of corrections made on:previous paragraphs. Com-
ments and corrections are not limited to what can be written in
the maVgins, and the page of comment frequently assumes aspects
of a dialogue between teacher and student, becoming much more
meaningful than circles in red ink or cryptic references' to a
handbook, Some copybooks evolve into journals. Probably the
greatest advantage of this method is that every assignment is indi-
vidually planned for each student. The student who needs to
correct and rewrite an assignment can work beside the student
who is progressing rapidly with a challenging top~ Neither is
hampered by the other, and neither must wait to spec with the
instructor.

Kaaren M. Holum, University of the DistriCtof Columbia, Wash-
ington, D.C.I
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IDEAS 'PROM THE CloASROOM

Words at Work - -and Play

We can't be sure if Wallace Stevens would put English teachers
among those "for whom the word is the making of the world,"
yet it is our affection and respect for words powerful, elusive,
illusionarythat in large measure, for better or f6eworse, has
made us English teachers. -

In the November issue of ROTES Plus we bring together
* -twenty attivities that focus on , vords.' There are word games

to spark interest in unfamiliar words and to encourage us,to
see new potential in old ones, sentenceothat ask Its to consider

the vanety of work orders that c1ln exist for /deny sets of words,
and wnting assignments that grow out of Ike fascinating possi-
bilities inherent in a single wordfronraltrange name in the
ph4ne book to an exploration of Emerson's dictum that "every
word was once a poem." And finally, there are the words that
grow out of silence word lists compiled while vwling non-
narrated films and the eloquence of words "spoken" in sign
language

Word Charade *

This word game, which follays some of the principles of an
old parlor favorite, provides a lively and effective n5ethod of
,reviewing and developing vocabulary. Begin by writing the
following on the Walkbeard.

e Illegal words and actions:

No proper nouns (capitalized words)
No foreign swords

. No hyphenated words .
No inflections (voice clues) -

No gestures (facial or hand clues)

DiSide the.Class into ttvo teams, the Doors and the Windows.
Select one student from each team and seat those two-at the
front of the room. Write the 'same word on two 3" s 5" tads.
Giveone card to student X and the other to student Y.

The object of the game is for X to get hisor her.teammates
to say the word that is written on the card before Y gets a .

, response from his or her team. X and Y attempt to achieve
this goal by giving one-word °clues without using the illegal
words or actionfltsted on the board::

X and Y alternate; X gives a oneword clue to the.sludent
seated in the first seat and row on theiDoor side of the room,
If this student guesses the word!the Door team receives ten
points. if the student does not guess the word, Y gives a pne-
word clue to the student seated in the first seat and'row on the
Window side of the room, If this student identifies the word,

,,,' the Windows-receiveEntlepoints. If this student faili to guess
. the word, X gives a clue to the teammate seated in the second

sent of the first row. If this student guesses she word, the Doors
earn eight points. I

Play continues inthis manner until the wordCO identified or
tintil its point value is nil. A second word is given, and play

, proceeds. The first team tostecuitfulate twenty -five pointris
a arded a bonuspoint If the team scores a shutout (25-0),, it

bonusives two bos points: Whet one team has accumulated
t enty-five points, X and Y are replaced by teammates,

"al

a

.

Remdmber, only one team meinberlivis clues and only-one
teammate at a time responds to each clue. Team members are
not permitted to consult with one another., A t'ann'ing total of
one hundred points decides the winnini team.

Ec;+ard S Dermon, &tricks High School. New Hyde Parke'-
' New York .

NOTES PLUS; vi .p1-5,8,9-10 November 1983

Sliephinde . .
t. .

1 offer this word game for your collections. It can be put on,
the board in amoment and witl challenge the bass for several.
more. Here are the dilutions. '

Students score ten points/piing all the letters in the word
debaters to form two other words; rate and beds, for,example,
or rest and bead. They then score two points for each word of
four letters or more that they can find among the letters. I
encourage them to try to score at least fifty points.

Shirley Newsom, Dartmouth Junior High School. San Jose,
California

A Word to the Wise Is Worth Two in the Binh
,-'This jet of mismatched proverbs can be used in a variiety of

*waysas a ehallengi4individual or smallgroup activity when
;the best laid plans have gone awry; but' especially. as a iti-ing-

Iard to the discussion of folk expressions; cliches, and popular
taphors. Students %ALI enjoy unscrambling them, and a posi-
nem discussion *ill turn up interesting variations on these

p verbs as well as additions for the list..
.I. Don't bite after the horse hat been stolen.

2,' Where there's smoke, the mice will play.
.3. He that gfveth and eat it too '
4. All that glitters spoils tOe barrel.
5, Two heads spoil the broth. N

6. V yo'u play with fire, flock together. .

7. No use'crying, can't change his spots.

8. You can't tea book before they're hatched.
9 The early bird laughs best.

10. If the shoe fits,now lie in it.
11. The grass is always greener k

12. While the cat's away, dogs lie.

13. Don't pu't all your eggs into a wound.
14. Qne rotten apple, what you sow.
15. Too many cookare better than one.
16. Mighty 'oaks can sink a large ship.
It It's an ill wind that is better than none.
18. A small hole gathers no moss. .
19. Use honey over spilt milk
20. you can't have tour cake untilou come to them.

and the hp.

.
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21. You made Air bed to skin a cat.
22. You cant teach an Old doe by itscover.-
h. People who five iaglass houses never boils:
-24. One man's meat isnt gold.
25. Doni count your eh' kens, you may get burned.
26. He who laughs last uns deep.
27: Birds of a feather om little acorns grow.
28! it's the last straw ifidt shalaketh away.
29. Don't throw out the baby that lays.the golden eggs.
30. les too late to lock the barn door in one basket.

J1,. A watched pot catches the worm::
32: Rats desert, is another man's poison.

33. Don't rub sajt and ni scratch yours.
34. Don't.try to teach new tricks.
35. A stitch in time is in the eating.
36. The proof bf the pudding into the fir,..L.5
37. You scratch my back on the other side of the fence.
38. Out of the frying pan there's fire.
39, You reap off more than yov can chei7.

40. Letsleeping fishes to swim.
41, Don't cross your bridges with the bath water:

42. The leopard shouldtil throw stones.
43. The squeaky wheel blows no one OA
44. Sullivater is worth two in the bush.
45. -Don't kill the goose, wear ii.
46. A rolling stone, a Sinking ship,
47. There's many a slip breaks the camel's back.

48. A bird in the hand gets.the grease.

49. Half a loaf saves nine.
50. There's more than one way to catch flies.

Marilyn Kahl West Covina High School. West Covina,
California

Word Ruminge

Tljs activity, adapted from Herbert Kohl's Reading, How To
) 4Santam Books, 1973), can be used as a group introduction to

individually created "found" poems, but it's also useful an units
on sentence construction and variety and when grammar com-
ponents are under discussion.

Ask students to cut words and phrases from newspapers
aid ragazines and paste them on index cards: back for more,
next! year, today, a threat Hof, is, attack, America's largest.
bivide the class into several groups and deal out thsicards. Be

sure each -group receives several verbs. The first sit dent in a
group lays down one card, the next adds a card from his or her
hand before, after, above, Or below the first word, and so on
around the circle until all cards; or as many as pdssible, are laid
out. Everyone works together to make a collective statement
logical or ridiculous, sometimes poetic and haunting. This is a
noncompetitive game with no winners.

In subsequent rinds students can look for a poem hidden
among their word deck and paste the final version on a large
s eet of paper.

The words doli't need to come from magazinesalthough
ty ariations are sometimes "inspirational." Instead', pass out
sever blank cards to each player and ask students to put any
word they choose -on each card. Collect, shuffle, and deal out
the cards. Groups can exchange 1 or parts of their word decks
in subsequent rounds. The variat ns are almost endless!

Barbara Paterson, Geo*e H. M
Richmond. Virgin

.

a

r ,

y Middle School

Piero-woids.

Ask' students to illustrate a tor that ends in -ant: gallant,
PedPro. pennant, distant, miscreant, elephant. The ant colony,
of words that results makes %delightful display. (The basic
idea for this activity comes froln Antics by'Patricia Robbins
and -film Fenton,Simon and Schuster, Fireside, 196P.)

-

Follow up with word picturespictorial representations
achieved through the arrangement of the letters, as in cup and

' swan below, or an arrangement of letters that conveys the
meaning of the word as in continuous.

Chris Davies, Monticello Middle School, Longviefv,
Washington

a
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GizmosWhen Wor Fail
.

Creating gizmos, it ms, also encourages creative thinking,
about wilting. I divide the class intp several small groups'and
give each group the following materials: several six-inch squares
of_card board, four toothpicks, two rubber bands, one large
paper clip, scissors, glue, and tape. Students have fifteen or
twentyminutes to create something, theigizmos, out of these
materials. Marks may be made on gizmos with a pen or paid. e

Gizmos hare generated a number of writing projects in my
classes; among them are these.

L Advertiseinents. Students develop an advertising campaign
. to introduce their gizmo on the market. Such an assignniant .

might include writing a television ad or assembling a maga-
zinc or direct mail ad.

2. Dialogue. Students compose a dialogue between the inventor
of the gizmo and a' newscaster or the ITst of a television
talk show.

s
3. Letters. Students write to the development division of a

manufacturing company, hoping to convincelhem to manu-
facture the gizmo. They also compose the reply.

4. Fiction. Students compose a short story in v)hicti their
gizmo plays a major. role.

5: Poetry. Gizmos provide an excellent opportunity to intro-
duce students to dimple types of poetry such as cinquain,
haiku, and diarnante. -

Hildegard Peas. Whitney toting Julior high School,
Cleveland Ohio



Creative' Compounds
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'Here is a word game my studen' ts enjoy. Copies can be dis-
tributed for individual or small .group solution, or the class
can tackle the task together if you write the words on the
chalkboard.

Directions. Write in 'the blank space a word that can be com-
bined with each of the Following three wordf to create a new
word. For example. in the first item the word bath can be used
to form bathrobe. steambath, and birdbath

I 6a4) robe

2.

3'
4

5.

6.

7

8

9.

10.

13.

14.

15.

16.

book

fly
dew

bag

key

leaf
up

doWn

cake

but
table

line
end

hole

.hop
17 line

___,.___ fore

19' day

20. made

And should a compound

1. bath
2. gu

'3 MSC
. honey

S. Mean
6. stone
7. bay
8. line
9. touch

10.. cheese

steam

post

shoe

bee

coffee
wail'

berry
hot
stone

blue
skirt
court
light .
shelf

brake

pool
busy

bowl .

house

cuff

bird
,tour
radish

comb

stalk

cold
window
life
golden

cottage

roots

elbow
dress

marker
servant

cable

spelling

painting
'weight
left

ound, here are the answers

i1 grass
12. tennis
13. head (up)
14, book -.
15, hand (man)
16. car
17, bee
18. {Anger
19, QM
20, hand.'

Janet Woodward, Bellevue and Seattle Schoid Districts,
Seattle, Washington

Vocabulary of the People, by the People, and for the People

Here's a mini vocabulary unit by students and for students
from compilation of the word list to evaluation of its mastery,

it back and enjoy it. I think you'll be pleased with the quality
of the list; it may even be Aupenor to one of your owntevising.
I know you'll be delighted with tha test scores: I prepare a
handout similar to the one outlined below, due dates 'are in-
sened, and from then on it's their show,

People Words

.The purpose of As assignment is to enlarge and improve the
vocabulary we use in talking and writing about people.

Step one. Lisufour words that you use frequently whert you
talk about people. Two should be positive in nature, two nega-
tive. (I often hear you use words like nice, cool, creep.)

;Step two. Using a dictionary and thesaurus, find three syno-,
nyms for each of these four words. Write'each word tilong
with its definition and etymology on a sheet of paper. You
needn't limit yourself to precise synonyms, but tile words you

-

list shOul4 be words that describe people and theirspersonalities.
The words you choose should be ones that you've seen before

. but are not xn a pan of your spontaneous vocabulary.
Step threk. As soon as you have found these twelve words,

choose your favorite two and print them neatly, along with
their definitions and etymologies, in the kection I have reserved
an the chalkboard.

Step-four. As the list on the chalkboard grows, copy it on a
Nee of notebook paper. Number the entries and include word,
definition, and etymology..,

Step five. Study this list of words with another student.
Working as partners, devise a way to pantomime one of the
wordsyou contributed to this Its,t. This means you will- take

,part in two pantomimesone for the word yoktose and one
for the word of your partner's cholcel.

Step six The test for these words will be mdde up by you.
Write a question for each of the words you contriboted to
the clast listquestions that can fit a.maiching, multiple,choice,
or fill-inghe-blank format. -Later a dittodivided into these.
three questiOn categories will be circulated an you'll print

(' your questions in the appropriate section.

Liz Mathewson, rah Juni r High School, Maple Valley, 4

' Washington

What's in a Name' ,

These two exercises help students think about characterization
and setting and are .useful as prewriting activities prior to
writing stories or as an introductory activity'in- a short story
unit. You'll need an old phone book and several road maps.

* Charactenzanoo. Give eachstudent a page or two from an
old phone book, preferably one from out of town. As students
scan, the .columns, they should try to picture the people to
whom the names belong. Sometimes the name of the street -
also triggers associations. When they run across a name that
appeals to them, they write a short description of that person. -
Encourage students kV make the character come alive by giving
specific details about physical appearance, job, hobbits, friends,
dreams and ambitions.

Setting. Cut up .several told road maps into pieces approxi-
maiely3" x 5". Avoid sections that include' names of familiar
cities. Students then choose a nark on the map that sects like
a good place to develop as the setting foi a story, gojng on to
list details that help to create a settinggeographical features
such-as mountains, rivers, lakes, and forestl, scenic or cultural
attractions; industrial development:

Diinna*Weibel, Cas

'9

e Middle School, Longview. Washinfflon
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Fietionary

This popular word game from ige 70s has been used very.
Successfully in composition classes where students, many of
whvzi are linguistically insecure, study concrete and abstract
words, the use and abuse of language. and word origins In
spite of its popularity, few teachers have a written set of rules
for the game Here is a handout that can be given to your
students, whocan then. moo> themselves for the next hour as
they gain some security over that "fixed" language, of theirs
Of course, these rules can be modified to fit y needs.

I Divide the class into groups-of five or six Itudents. Each
group needs a dictionary and index cards. '4\

2 One student in each group is given the dictionary and selects
a word, it may be common or obscure but not a proper
noun That student then records,on an index card one of
the definitions found in the dictionary for that word

3 The dictionary holdet now tells the others in the group what
the chosen word is but does not reveal its definition Each
of the other players makes bp a definition for the word.
trying to second-guess the dictionary definition (this is why
the game is called Fie:tome)), and writes that definition on
an index card

4 The dictionary holder collects the aide* cards, shuffles them
together with the dictionary 'definition, card, and numbers
them The dictionary .holder then reads aloud each defini-

. non in turn twice If he or she laughs while reading the
definitions. a foul may be called and the round of pliy
voided

5. l)lich of the other players, Without discussion, choosesthe
most likely definition to be found in a dictionary and
records the card number of that definition.

6 The round is now completed except for scoring. Each player
whe Chooses the definition written in the dictionary earns
ten points A player whose fictionary definition is chosen
earns fifteen points The dictionary holder earns twenty-five
points if no one chooses the dictionary definition. The first
player to accumulate one hundred points wins the game.

7. Players take turns holding the dictionary, and the process
4. described above is repeated. '

John D. Beard. Lansing Community College.. Lansing.
Michigan

Word Detection p
Divide the class, into teameof four or five students. Prepare
packets for each team containing letter cards that, wheh
arranged_correctly, spell words from assigned reado or from
appropriate %ucabulary'ir spelling lists. Assign pmaalues to

4 each letter, as,in Scrabble, and write the point value on each
letter card.

After I distribute the packets for tie first word, I explain
that each set of letters can be unscrambled to spell a word that
.uses all the letters I allow four minutes. for studilits to diScover
that word. I then granone additional minute 1.3r therd to spell
another word from that set of let rs, a rd with the highest
point total they can manage. Sine a gn the same word 40
each group. I ask students to shield their cards-as they spell out
words. I also stipulate English words only and no proper nouns.*' Plurals and all verb forms are acceptable, but words must be
spelled coriectly to receive credit. As we progress through the
word packets. students earn points for unscrambling each word
in turn and for recombining its letters to make another word.
The sanip with the highest final score is declared the'winner.

Susan K. Brown, Knappa Hrgh School. Astoria, Oregon
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Variations on a Thetpe Called Vocabulary

Below are two activities I'd' like to share for introducing new
vocabulary words and reviewing old ones

Word researik Write the words you wish to present on slips
of paper and place them in a hatitsk each student to pick

. one Students then "research" the words, including meaning(s),
part of speech, related forms, examples of phrases in which
the word is used I encourage them to use an `unabridged
dictionary. All of this information is re..ordcd on one side of a

" 12" sheet of construction papet, On the other side of this
sheet. therstudent pastes a magazine picture that illustrates a
sentence using .the word. The sentence is written 6Speith the
pictures These picture sheets are an excellent way for students
to review vocabulary as a class or by themselves; and they
make attractive bulletin board displays.

Spelling squares. Cut small squares (appvximately 3" Y)
from construction paper in two colors Print the levers of the
alphabet on each set, for example, twenty-six yellow squares
and twenty-six blue ones. Divide the class into two teams and
distribute the yellow squares to one team and the blue ones to
the other (the larger the team, the fewer squares per student).
Students holding only one square should be given a vowel tf
possible.

Begin by giving the yellow team clues for a word you have
in mind clues such as definition, a synonym. a vontext clue.

. Members of the yellow team think : no talking allowed -of a
word that matches these clues After several clues, call "Go!"
Students on the yellow team now attempt to-spell out the word
they think you have in mind, each student being responsible
for calling out the letter or letters he or she holds at the ap- 't,
propriate time No prompting is allowed

Students are mootated to listen carefully because they don't /.

want to let their team down by not being ready to call out the
letter for which they.are responsible If the word spelled out'
is the correct response to your clues and if it has been spelled
correctly without long delays between letters. theteam earns
a p*oint The blue team now has its turn. I think youll be
surprised by the concentration engendered by this game

Marilyn Lee, Haddonfield Memorial Higli School.
Haddonfield. New Jersey.

Close Encounters of the Word Kind

Emphasis'on words as the advertiser's tool is aopoint of dis-
cussion in sophomore journalist'h We began the week by
asking each student to think. of one word with which he or she
would like to work. Among those chosen were black. joy, hear:
team, and teacher., Volunteers placedvtheir words on the board,
and students were asked to tell what the words meant to them.
h soon became evident that we hate reaction patterns to
various words, aid the question of y we react to words as
we, do soon came up. This led to further discussion about the
importance of word choice in writing news and in newscasting.

S. I. Hayakawa's article "How Words Change Our Live'''.
was then distributed. Hayakawa discusses fixed reactions to
certain words and symbols, and why people react as they do.
His observations reinforced and extended our previous discus-
sion. (I didn't assign the article first because I wanted students
to discover and formulate their own ideas independently.)

Students wefe'then asked to look for newspaper and maga-
zin't advertisements" that show how advertisers use various
words and symbols to convey meaning They also went on to
make up their own advertisements.
, Qne of the most significant results of the week's activities
was that students were beginning to ask important questions.
Do products really give the consumer what they propose? How
does the advertiser use words? flow gullible is the consumer"

Elaine Markapoulos. Toledo Public Schools, Toledo. Ohio
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Scrambled Sentences

I use scrambled sentences to show the vartety of word orders
eat exist fo'r many sets of words and to provide practice in
sentence recognition

Write a scrambled semenceon the chalkboard. sometimes
I write one each day for several consecutive weeds, sometimes
I ivnte each word on a separate card and tack the cards
in random order on the bulletin board Ask students to un-
scramble the sentence and write it on a sheet of scrap paper.
Sometimes ,I ask them to write it in the top margin of their
homework In addition to unscrambling tin sentence in an
acceptable way, wotds must be copied correctly and the sen-
tence must be correctly capitalized and punctuated

From time to time I make other stipulations arrange the
Words in at least two meaningful word orders; rewrite the
sentence as a question or a command: label the Parts of speech
or the parts of the sentence: write a sentence that might logiPally
follow (precede) the unscrambled sentence The sentences you
choose can be simple or complex, dependirW upon the task or
combination of tasks'you assign

Pegg) 1. Papritan. Watkins Middle Si haul, Patasakala. Ohio

101 Things to Do with a Dead Sentence

The cartoons in Simon Bond's 101 tses far a Dead ('us (Groan
Publishers, 1981) sell this assignment to teenagers. but other

acartoon collections on a general theme could also be used /
Begin by tearing out the pages of-the book. distributing the

sheets to the class, one or two per student; until you run out.
The assignment is to write a one-sentence desctiption'af what
is being done with the dead cat in each cartoon Students
exchange cartoon sheets as they finish The catch ,No sentence
about any dne cartoon may begin with the same word By the
time students get to the tenth sentence, they are stretching
their minds for new ways to begin. At this point the assignment
becomes most effective Variations in sentence structure' be.
come the only way to complete the twenty-sentence minimum
that I place on each cartoon Spirits in the class run, high
because of the "subject matter," and even my 'most reluctant

, writers produce more creative sentence patterns than I've had
from them'thus far in the course

Mary /can Triefenbach. Francis Howell School.
Weldon Spring, Missouri

Word Spotlight t
. .

As I searched for ways to incorporate the teaching of vocabu-
lary info my curriculum without handing out periodic lists of
twenty words, I hit upon the idea of focusing student attention s

on just one word aha time, Each day I selec Nt word, one fiat
I think students will come across again tithe in reading 6r in
watching television I write the word or( th board, and we
take about- five minutes of class time to (Meths the word
definitions, ()mins., root. part of speechwhatever, seems es-
pecially interesting andliseful. The next daY) provide slips of
paper (to make sure the work is done in class), and students
spell the' word, write its definition, and provide an original
sentente I cheek these sentences for grahtmatical and mechani-
cal accuracy as well as fluency. If you like, offer a bonus 'for
students Who spot one of these words elsewhere 'it any time
during the semester and bring. ii to the. class's att6tionin

. newspapers, newscasts, textbooks,aven cereal-box proseA/' ,I rime Laribe, Rot Springs HighSschool. Rot Springs, Arkansas

z

The Words in Silent Films .,

use short films without narration or dialogue to enliven the
study of vocabulary and grammar While viewing, students
compile.word,lists of various sorts action kerbs. descriptive
words and phrase's, even "-mg" words for gerund and participle
exercises Brief film-based writing assignments can follow

I have used films on hang gliding. ski mountain climb-
Ingt and surfing These films,prozule_raeks r and textures as
well as action and unusual camera effec he word lists are
useful in follow-up discussions and exercises, and both students
and teacher have been informed about unusual and 'wresting
subject matter

Ed Ian 14Ale, Indian Valle' North HO Si Mull, Midvale...
Vito

Buday,..tiave You Got a LUMO 12000?

This assignment san be recast to fit sarious areas'of language
arts, but it is most appropriate in a unit on the language and
techniques of advertising At any time ,it seems to produce
surprising and entertaining results Ask students to take a
common object such as a paper clip, a fingernail file, a rubber
band, and make it sound like the greatesT invention stnie the
wheel. I ask students to give the objbct a fancy name but never
to state exactly what it is. Later, the class will guess Here is
,an example.

.)---.
Drop everything and grab the phone. Here's a hot deal

you can't match anywhere. For 4 mere $19.95. you can own
the colorfully tipped LUMO 12000. which incorpdrates
sturdy Rocky Mountain tine in a versatile. compact, light-
weight form, whichlan easily be carried around in your
pocket or purse. No moveable parts and single-urdrson-
struction make f virtually one -step starting in even the
coldest of we r. With a mereflick of the finger, the lig-
degridabk LUMO 12000 should start instantly every time.
Its uses are unlimited --use it to sterdizik operating instru-
ments, have one on hand in case of a power shortage, use it
as the key ingredient fta romantic evening.in front of the
fireplace If you are an outdoorsperson, the LUMO 12000
could be your key to survival .s ,
WARNING: Not recommended for,,childrer0
Don't delay folks' Phone toljfrce to l-800-9994474 to order
yours today.

.
Keith AinScough and Jock MacKenzie, Eastvtew Community
School, Red Deer. Alberta, Canada ..

'.. .

Ferreting Out the Weasel Wtketts

Developing students' critical thinking skills is one of the essen--
iials'of English, and,&untt on doublespeak can help bring
about this development. After you have presented the concept
and forms of doublespeak, give students a ,,cbanct to apply
what they havelearned. I ask students to select ope piece of
junk mail that comes to their horn's (Reider's\Digest Sweep-
stakes provides an excellent'example) and to analyze the tech-
niquePof persuasion used by the advertisers The following
areas'of analysts serve as'a guide,

I. The envelope. Are there pictures on the envelope' What are
,wthoery?ds;What are they designed to do?. Any slogans? Other .

-

.
2. Choice 9f words. What words are, used to describe the

prodUct? Point out examples of words used to make the
item seem as attractive as possible,

. 11
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3 boublespekk techniques Look for weasel words, unfinished
comparisons, vague words Also look for places where the
pioniktter compliments the consumer. says or impBes that
we're different and niq

4 Cost Look at thsorder blank How much ero(th will you
ha.e to pay to get this item') What exa4 tit are a ou signing
yourielf up for if }ou decide to say )es

5 1:ivtures Do the pictures represent doublespeal0 Is the item
shown actual size How dojhe pictures make the'produet
look appeal* and.at ir vow')

6 Evaluation In a separodsection.. give your own opinion
about how good' a job the advertisers did in trying to sell
the product Even if you are not persuaded 'to buy the
product, do you think that many other people might bee

These junk mail analyses may be presented in a booklet
or as a bulletin board display. The result of this project has
been a greater awareness of advertisers' techniques of distortion
and deception and a willingness to read more erniAlly

Jeff Golub, Shelton High School, Shelton, Washington

The Miisic--And the Words
.

My students end the following writing assignment, and I
have' generally t en pleased with both the content and the
organizatio ofitheir papers The assignni'ent sheet I use goes
something is

. k..
Music i the praduct of a culture and, therefore, like any

art form, 1 a comment on that culture Choose three current
pieces of p polar rmtsie and in an 'essay of at least five para-,
graphs exp ain the comment the lyncs make on.contemporary
4meri,can society. Your paper must include the titles of the
songs, IS possipli, use the names of the !Oasts and performers;
especially if theklatter seem to be important in making the
culturatinment

The
-

e ntr011ing generali zttion you devise will determine the
successor the frustration you experience with.this paper. Be
sure that idea is stated early in the paper and can be con-
vinclgly illustrated by thediree songs you select. Copiestof
the lyrics will be helpfulan building your case

Kerry Crisp. Sedro Woolley High School, Sedro*Woolley.
Washington \ 4.

. . .
*-

Every Poem Was Once a Word r:
gor me this activity is a playful reversal of Emerson's dictum.

ttverw word was -once a poem. Every new relation it a new
word."

Assign students to look through magazines and newsiipers
for at least two nouns that catch their fancy. Each noun is cut
out and pasted at the top df a lined sheet of paper, If you
prefer. bring on a collection of papers. and magazines and give
studentsten minutes of class time for the clipping and pasting.'
Students should initial.each sheet they prepare

,When the. noun sheet are ready, distribute one to each
student, but not one prepared by that student. Each student
then lists at least ten words that dderibe the noun at the top
or.that are associated in the student's Mind with that noun. For
example, here is the list generated by the noun daisy.

.

At a signal from you, students exchange papers gain. This
'time the recipient uses theonoun and it least four of the words
from the 1st in a sentence. For example. Thy pert white daisy
clutched in the little.girl's hand Will soon be wilted.

ffinally; the sheets are returned to their ortginitod..who are
asked to write a paragraph or verse about the noun usiricany
of the previoutly written materAl,that seeths useful. At ,this
step I encourage sludentsto look ui their nouns in the dic-
tionary and thesaurus Here are two end products of the noun
daisy r .

paragraph .

.At High Noon. in midstImmer..we sat in my uncle's field
makiig daisy chains. White-. yell &6. and ,green. White,
yellow, and green. White. yellott!eand green. And so on.
Pretty soon there was nothing but buzzing. sizzling, and
sweating And wilting "

And a poem...

A fiel
White daisies bleing, swaying, saying

ht sum now i

-
That all things fade amigo. 4

, Anonymous Contributor
40
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' It Goes without Saying ' _ .
. Ado, . ,

I've corfie to believe tbat one of the best activities I do Whin
Engliih classes is to teach the Manual Alphabet of the
(available in many books, for example,,Lottie L. Rieke
The Joy of Signing, Gospel Publishing House, 1445 Boo Q e

Avenue, Springfield, MO 658021dalesoncenteation of stud is
is complete (except for the ocial'onal "Wait!" or "Show us.
agamr), and ninety-nine percent of my studezus love 14 prac-
tice it over and over 4 -

't

fresh -
pert
white
wilted
summer

*k faded- -

. old - fashioned

Op

innq,cent
little still.
petals
pollen
field
daisy chain
wind-blown

A and

I use the alphabet as part of a unit on disability awareness.
Studentsinust prove they CaNread aswvell as "speak" to others
using the manual alphabet along with words and phrases we
learn in sign (Anrrican Sign tanguage)as part of the final'
exam,. They experience,"deafness" and other disabilitiett an
write about their expenekes The sign alphabet, however, is
easily incorporated into other areas of the English curriculum.
Mere are a few ideas for launching.the projecs.

Spelling. Finger spelling in combination with oral and
written practice works wonders. We practice total communica
non (TC) by 'saying the letters as we spell, at first. When
students .become more proficient, they spell the entire word-
and sly it only when they have finished spelling it.,

Learning tares. Go around the room, asking each suident
in turn 'to 'spell out his or her name. Call on Student A to.
finger spell the name of Student B without taking eyes dff that
student and without speaking. B may help A if A hits a
Stumbling blockol

,
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.0 . J
. Opening and cling clas:Instead of standing quietly star:- ...,

.
4 . ins or flicking the lights off and on or shouting over the arrival ._i

din, finger spell the day's topic in front of everyone. (It helps
. tb learn /teach signs for good morning, today, we, and so on.)

The class will settle down and focus on your hands almost
immediately. Nobody wants to miss out on being the first to .
translate, and it centers attention where you want it to be. .
. A similar procedure works for concluding a class. As those

lastevi -itchy" minutes arrive and students begin packing and
fidgeting, try running through the alphabei with everyone. The
silence and concentration thatpre required draw their atte,ption
from the door and the clockand help to relax you for,your,,,,,

/next class.
This is only a starter sheet, There are many other ways to

. incorporate silt-into the English classroom. You'll have no .
..

problem coming upwillideas once you and your classes have
the basics in your hands. Fun intended. , .

Nancy J. Lunbacher. Eastern Junior High School, kiverstde,
Connecticut .
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And a WOrd frbm EmilThickinson f

A Word dropped Careless on a Page
May siimulate an eye
When folded in perpetual seam
The Wrinkled Maker lie .

From 1261, The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson.
edited by Thomas H. Johilson TI.,itite. Brown. and co ..1960).
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IDEAS F42H THE CLASSROOM

Talking and Writinjkabont Li terature

It is not fo geus that when the Carnegie Report addressed
the priorities Me high school curriculum, it listed literature
Gist (High S hook A Relz;rt on Secondary Education to .

America, The arnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching, Elitist-L. Boyer, Harper &Row, 1983, pp, 95-97)%
As Boyer puts it,

a

Reading, writing,' speaking, and' listeningalong with
compqtationare the basic tools of . education, But the
mastery of language means more than acquiring these es-
sential skills. During high school all students should move
toward cultural literacy.'They should discover how language

part of culture, probably the most important part: They
should learn about 'the variety of ways civilization is sits-
tairied and enriched through a shared use of symbols.

As a first step we recornmend4hat all students, through
a study of literature, discover our ommon literary heritage.

. and learn about the power and beauty of the written
' word. . . . Literature addresses the emoqbnal part of the, l

human experience. It provides anothescaerspective on his-
tori id events, telling us what matters ailgt,what has mattered
to p\ le in the past. Literature tradsmits from generatioti
to ge ation enduring spiritual and ethical values. . . . As ..
great literature speaks to allpeople, it must be available to

' all students. . ..
There can 'be no more important activity in the curriculum
than reading literatureand talking and writing about it.

.
FroiskInr the Nortse" to "Like Now"

Here's an activity that can be adapted, to almost any pre-' twentieth-century novel or play, It documents the timelessness
of character and theme and enables students to break through
theonfamiliar syntax of an earlier time. .

Select a scene betWeen a male and a female character critical
to the novel or play. Identify your two best readers, one boy
and qne girl, and divide the remaining students into two groups
of boys (Groups A and C) and two groups of girls (Groups B
and D). Finally, choose three pieces of music for use as sound-
trackspne classical one modern and popular, one contempo-
rary rock.

ollefore explaining anYthing.abovt the activity, ask the two
readers to prepare for the next day's class the dialogue as it
-appears in the text. After they leave to rehearse their lines,
send Grdups A, B, C, and D into the four corners of the room.
Ask Group A to eiamine VW male character's fines and to
parapiirase each line into modern swtdard English; ask Group
B o do the same for the lines of tale male character. Then
as Groups C and D to follow the same procedure, converting
the dialogue into modern Eaglish slang. Instruct each group to
record its paraphrasings neatly enough to that one of its
member's, selected by the group, can present the rewritten lines
in reenactments of the scene on the following day. While stu-
dents spend the remainder of the period working in their'

N4S PLUS; vl n3 p1-229-11 January 1984
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.
groups, nose around, exercising a bit 4ditorial discretion

"here or suggesting a Utter word therebui only when asked.
On the next day bring along a tape or record player and the

Timm you have chosen for soundtracks. Students will need
about ten minutes at the beginning of claSs to make final
alterations in peir paraphrasings, but to preserve the sponta-
neity of real conversation, do not allow the readers from%
Groups A and B and from Grout& C and D to reheaise. If
possible, arrange the desks to rese a theltre and introduce
the first pair of readers, who preent the sesrie as it was
originally written, accompanied by classical music. After the
applause dies, set the stage for the next presetitation=this one
in modern standard English, with a popular modern melody in
the background. Scattered laughter will undoubtedly. make this
reenaciment longer tharithe previous one. After applause and
giggles subside, introduce the 'last version, by far the
noisiest and funniest versionmodern English slang. The rack
number with its driving beat adds grit to this rendition, At its
conclusion, ask students what they learned not only about the
literary work you and studying but also about the level of
language. .

Allan J. Ruler. Glenbrook South High School, Glenview,
llhnois

'American Authors and the Job Market

Ignoring mundane restrictions of tune, space, and economics,
this project presents noted American authors as potential can;
didates for "the'job opening in the English Department at
Mooresulomakriends Sailor and asks students to combine
biographical research with'sesume writing. Students also gain
insight into the operation of a small independent school at
which each faculty member wears several hats. Poe could
surely serve as the advisor to the literary magazine; Twain
might be ,an ideal director for the eighth-grade camping trip:
and lawthorne's enjoyment of ice-skating might produce a

. hockey coach for MFS.
Each student selects an Amencan author to investigate in at

least three sources, which may include two of the following in
addition to a full-length study:

American Authors, 1600-1900
A Concise Dictionary of American Biography
Literary History of the United States
National Cyclopaedia of American Biography
Notable American Women, 1607-1950
Oxford Companion to AmericanHistory
Oxford Companion to'American Literature
Webster's American Biography

In the meantime, the class arranges an interview with the
principal for a'description of the job opening, details of the
search and selection process, and the role of the resume. When
'research is complete, each student decides the age at which his
or her author is applying and assembles the data in an attrac-
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tive, one-page resume to accoapany the author's application
for the job it MFS. We use 3. -L. Angel's Complete Resume
Book ('Pocket Books, 1980) ns it netting=

Finally, as a.member of the search committee that screened
the candidates, each student writes a one-page summary of the
interview, noting his or her applicant's strengths, weaknesses,
and general desirability as the best person to fill the position
There are opportunities for humor 1-7reneau was late for his
interview, detained 'by the Britishoriginality, and ethical
decision makinghow would 0 Henry present his police
record-

,Hart A. Williams, Moorestown Friends School,
Moorestown. New Jer.sey

Literary Window Shopping,

Ask students to divide a sheet of paper into three columns. In
the first column they list the most important characters in the
work to be discussed. If you want. specify a ranking of char-
acters (most important to least important, most admirable to
!cast admirable) In the second column students jot down an
appropriate intangible gift for each character (courage, pa-
tience. the ability to laugh at oneself) that would dramatically
change an aspect of that character's behavior Uri the third
column. they record a tangible gift for each character (karate
lessons. psychoanalysis. a subscription to Mad magazine) that
would help that character achieve the behavior or quality listed
in column two

I have students work independently, assuring them that I
am interested in their. ideas and that there are po right br
wrong answers Later. we sharc answers, justifying them by
referring to specifics in the work under discussion This light-
hearted activity, a modification of strategy 68 in Valites Clarifi-
cation. A Handbook of Practical Strategies for Teaches and
Students by Sidney B! Simon. Leland W. Howe, and Howard
Kirschenbaum (Hart Publishing. 1972), is an excellent spring-
board for further discussion and for writing assignments
aswell

Joyce J Swindell. Norfolk Public Schools, Norfolk, Vgrgima

4

SPTC

I find the following four projects successful ways to.deal with
the concepts of setting, plot, theme, and characterization in
short fiction. These projects follow my presentation and discugt.
stop of a particular short story, and so 1 feel that students are
fairly ready to work wit these ccmcepts on their own.

I. begin by dividing the Mil into groups of four. Each,
'group chooses a-short story of interest-to its group and one
that Jlnds itself to the concepts under consideration. I enjoy

''this opener because it requires students to peruse and discuss a
variety of stories:
' Project one: setting. Each group creates a mural to repretent

the setting of the story it-selected. Prior to working on the
mural, the group submits a planning diagram and a one-page
explanation of how setting influenced the outcome (or another
aspect) of the story.

Project two plot. Each group reviews its short story and ° ,

converts the plot into a workable dialogue for a skit or puppet
show. Each group then presents its dramatic tersion of the
short story to the class, complete with costumes, props, sound
effects, and other theatrical trappings. \ .

Project three: theme. Each group prepareswith justifica-
tionsa thematic statement' for its story. Members of the
group then select a poem with a similar theme and present
both story and poem to the class, explaining and justifying
their thematic interpretation of both. Other students are ex-
pected to ask questions in preparation for a quiz on the
material covered in this unit.

M

IDEAS FROM THE CLASSROOM

continued from page 5

Colonists In the Classroom

Here are two assignments my American literature classes enjoy
when we are studying iheconial period.

After we hay,. read and' discussed Paine's 77ii Crisis, I

distribute the:following broadsheet and announce: *Less than.
one hour ago, Dr. Richard Sagor (substitute the name of your
principal, with his or her consent, of course) issued this stir-
mcnt to be given to the entire student body."

Richard Sagor, do hereby declare myself supreme ruler
and emperor of West Linn 'HighiSchool. From this time on,
the following regulations are in effect:

MI students must bow to me wheoever they see me.1

2 'Students are required to attend all classes, however, in r
order,to be admitted to the classroom, each studentmust
pay the teacher 50e. Of this 50e, the teacher will pay,mc 45e.

3. All students gding from thc Old Budding to the New Budd-
rom the New Building.to the Old fBuildltg, must
II of 65c Studen.ts must have exact change.

mg. Or
pay a

4. Guars will .be pristed.at all end of thc school. Students
must havepermission froolme, in writing, before they may
exit the building.

5. At any timestudents may be searched And.any of their
possesvas may be confiscated. To apply forte return of
their peC*ssions, students :Ray submit to Mr. Rollins a list
of confiscated articles win reasons why they should, be
returned His decision will be final,

6. Students must pay 754 or half of their homemade lunches
to the- faculty guards upon enteritis the cafeteria. All stu-
dents are required to eat lunch in thecafeteria.

7. Students wishing, to use the Smoking Lounge will be
escorted by faculty guards to that %de Upon arnvtng,
students will be required to pay a usage charge Of five
cigarettes to that guard

8. All students will be photographed, fingerprinted, and voice-
printed for positive identification. ,

9 Refusal to comply with any of the above regulations will
result in monetary fines and/or imprisonment. livitb71
food. in the underground swimming pool at West Lynn
High School.

Have a nice day'

Signed, .

Richard Sagor

After students have rend the statement and order has been
restored, I make this assiinment: Write a speech in the manner
of Tom Paine, giving your reactions to the Sagor memo and
your ideas1about what should (could) befione about it.
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The second writing assignment in the colonial perio)comes
after students have completed their study of Franklin. We

( share two or three of Aesop's fables, noting the characteristics
N#f the fable form The assignment. Choose one of Franklin's

maxims ond write a fable that illustraterit
a

Toieratt no
Uncleanness
in Body,
Cloaths
or

. 44Abitation.

3rouptActivities

Compile a list of terms that describe the Duke. Discuss the
connotative and Aenoiative meanings of the terms

2. Clarify the eharacierizations of the Duke, the Duchess, and
the Envoy.

3 Load a description of the,Duchess with enieaional words as
you describe her relationshit with Fre- Pandoff, with the

.servant (the "officious fool"), andt with the -white Tile/
Develop a favorable bias first and then an tialporable one,
but change no facts.

4. Refine the dialogue scenes writvn earlier or develop new
ones for dramatization on videotfipe or as classroom theatre.

Ben J.'Stewart.. Pine Forest Senior High School,
Fayetteville, North. Cantina . , .

Robert L Hamm. West Linn High &hoof, West Linn Oregon

t

.

Approaching "My Last Duchess," Pen in Hand

Brio/met poem is an excellent vehicle for writing assignments,
whictl can vary front sketches and drafts never to be reworked
to polished and edited "best-work" papers I, have categorized.

'these writing suggestions to reflect how I use them, but many, '1
of course, lit more than one heading. '

tonal Entries

I, 115eFribe a person who reminds yoolbf the Duke. .

2. Describe a person who reminds you of the Duchess. '
3. Describe the visit of the. Envoy from his point of view,
4; Describe the Envoy's visit from the Mike's point of view.' /""-)

. 5. Complete: "if the Dike lived today ..."
6. Write a diary entry in which the Duchess describes a typical

day in her life.

Activities for Individuals or Writing Partners

1. Write a scene with dialogue between the Duke and Duchess
at the height of a ctriflict. Indicate through a symbolic
object the outcome of the scene.

2. Write a dialogue between the'Duke and his bride-to-be in
which the subject of his last wife is discussed.

3. Write a newspaper account on the death of the Duchess.

4. Write lin article for the society page ;bout the D,uke's
engagement.

*

5. Describe the Duke as Fra Pandoff might if the artist were
outraged by the Duke'S treatment of his wife.

6. Describe the Duke as his father and role model might.
1. Produce a diamantt about the Duke and/or the Quchess.

. 8: Write a formaljscholarly) paper in which you analyze the
social. histories!, philosophical. psychi*ogical, or aetiet12
values of "My Last Duchess.' P

9. Write atritical papa' in which you addrest what Browning
says as well as how be says It. Incorporate your aesthetic
judgment: How well does be say it? Is it worth saying?

' AN flail, Macbeth
-

Ea year when in tim e to read Macbeth, students -approach
lig task withreservatiogsThey*Keard from older classmate
tirit fun dut also 'that, it's rough. -Each .year I create a
classroom that reflects my enthusiasm for the task shed(' and
stimulates their curiosity.
j Before student/enter toe room (preferably on Mondhy. to
give me time over the weekend for preparation), I have used
the chalkboards, bulletin boards. walls, and windows to display
words and symbols relevant to the play I recycle Halloween
decorations, hanging eardbeatt, witches and cats from the
ceiling. I border the bulletin boards with rack and grey paper.

, Freon tree branches I ,,hang daggers. shiilds. bloody swords;
and a golden crowncutouts or other replicas. A witches'
kettle with dry ice creates a wonderful effect, and of course the
room is darkened. The opening scene is playing on record or
tape as students enter, but ghostly music of your choice may
be substit'uted.

I stimulate interest in the action of the play itself by wr iting
. on the board as many words as I can think of that suggest the

play: Murder! Ghosts! Regicide! Insanity! War! Witches!
Blood! tinflinticidel Prophecy! Daggers! Somnambulism!
Swords! Love! Hatel Passion! Death! Suicide! Grk!-Ambi-.
tion! Power! Politics! Assassins! Soliloquies! Grief! Tragedy!
Students are certainly provoked into questions and comments
even if only to inquire ifthe teacher has finally gone off the
deep end.

Using the words on the board and the objects abo, utthe
room as springboards to an introductory discussion, -I poi"
out.the relevancy of the play to twentieth-century auderes:
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1. Political assassination and its consequences

2. Warfare and treason
3. Mat141-relationships Cr"'
4 Power and politics e N.

5. Ambition and greed
6.! Tragic consequences of personal desire for power

Most students agree at this list has a current ring", and I try
to establish that reafl acbeth can help us to understand
our own times. Later, '11 encourage students to bet me
involved in the play use' 12,,yepresenting scenes, by' viewing
films: by listening to recordings, even by studying maps 'bf
Scotland. But day one has put us all in high spirits for tomoi-
row and tomorrow and tomorrow.

Patricia S. Gray, Northside Independent School District,
San Antonio, Texas

Bible as Literature

When' 1 teach. the Bible as literature, use music and film to
enrich the course and to motivate students. Slides and film-. strips are readily available and easy to choose from. Films are
also easy to find although 1 try to` select ones that students
would not otherwise see. D. W. Griffith's silent film Judith of
Bethuha has become a favorite with my classes..

The music I choOse ranges from classical to reggae to rock.
I play float the onset of the class period and as I take at-
tendance or check homework.tBelow is a discography of some
of the music I've used. It's a ikon list that excludes the more , tr
obvious. medieval chants, gospel music, and opera, which are
fourfd easily in the librtry's card catalog. -

Baez, Joan. "Little Moses" in Joan Baez. Vanguard,
RES9078.. /-

Baez, Joan. 'Put Your Hand in the Hand" in Blessed
Are . . Vanguard, VSD657011, 1970.

Chad Mitchell Trio. "The Virgin Mary" in Reflecting.
Mercury, 5R60891.

Coffins, Judy. "King David" in Bread and Row. Elektra,
7E1076, 1976. -

Dowe, B., and F. McNaughton, "Rivers of Babylon" in The
Harder They Come. Mango Records, MLPS9202, 1972.

Handel, George Frederick. Messiah. Columbia Masterworks,
AZL263.

McLean, Don. "Babylon" in American united Artists,
UAS5535, 1971? ro'g

Peter, Paul, and Mary. "A Man Went into Egypt" in
Moving. Warner Bros., W51473, 1963.

Rice, Tim, and Andrew Webber. Jesul Christ Superstar.
MCA Records, MCA2-10000.970.

Rice,- Tim, and Andrew Webber. Joseph and His Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat, MCA Records, MCA399, 1974.

Sch %rtz, Stephen. Godsped Bell Records, 1102.

An interesting assignment'uses Psalm 137:1-6 and the Baby-
Ion tongs by Dowe and McNaughton and by McLean. The
contrast between the traditional treatment and the reggae helps
students explore the meaning of the psalm.

At the end of the unit, students hand in their own creative
projects, including posters, paintings, sculpture, music, poetry,
and even original film. Although they balk at first, they usually '
find the task challenging and are for the most part highly
successful.

Mindy Chermak, John Dewey High School, Brooklyit,
New York
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